Abstract-In this paper, we consider the problem of computing the nearest uncontrollable (C-uncontrollable) system to a given higher order system. The distance to the nearest uncontrollable system, also termed as the radius of controllability, is a good measure of gauging the numerical robustness of the given system with respect to controllability. Here, we invoke the equivalence of C-controllability of a higher order system with full rank property of a certain Toeplitz structured matrix. This enables us to pose the problem of computing the radius of controllability as equivalent to the problem of computing the nearest structured low rank approximation of this Toeplitz structured matrix. Through several numerical examples and comparison with the benchmark numerical problem, we illustrate that our approach works well.
I. INTRODUCTION
Many real life phenomena can be modeled as linear time-invariant (LTI) higher order systems as defined in the following equation:
It should be noted that the case when d = 1, the system in (1) becomes an LTI descriptor system. In addition if we consider the leading coefficient matrix P d to be non-singular, the system in (1) can easily be transformed into the usual state space system. However, in many real life applications, the matrix P d turns out to be a singular matrix for d ≥ 1. (see for instance [1] , [2] ).
Controllability of the system in (1) plays a key role in the analysis of such systems. However, the notion of controllability gives only a yes/no type of answer. It may so happen that small perturbations to system parameters may render the system uncontrollable. In such a case, it
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is not sufficient to know only whether the given system is controllable, but it is advisable to know how far this system is from being uncontrollable. In other words, one may be interested in knowing the nearest uncontrollable system to the given system. The distance to the nearest uncontrollable system, also called the radius of controllability, is a robust measure of controllability. Several studies in the past have been conducted in the area of computation of the radius of controllability for state space systems [3] - [6] as well as for descriptor systems and higher order systems [7] - [9] .
In [10] , the author first introduced the notion of real radius of controllability for state space systems of the form .
x(t) = Ax(t)+Bu(t) and many researchers have followed this work as evident in the literature (see for instance [3] - [6] , [11] , [12] and references therein). In [12] , the radius of controllability for state space system was computed by minimizing the minimum singular value function of a matrix pencil, which is not numerically efficient. A similar concept was implemented in [3] , [4] to compute the radius of controllability. In [6] , the problem of computing the radius of controllability for state space system was shown to be equivalent to a problem of computing the nearest Structured Low Rank Approximation (SLRA) of a Toeplitz structured matrix.
In [9] , a higher order linear time invariant system was considered. The radius of controllability was computed using generalized singular value decomposition of a matrix pair, though finding generalized singular value decomposition may not be numerically efficient in general. Basically, a generalized real perturbation value function is minimized in the complex plane, which is an one dimensional optimization problem. The structured radius of controllability of higher order system was also discussed in [7] .
In this paper we will illustrate an approach to compute the radius of controllability which involves computation of the nearest SLRA of a structured matrix. Due to some physical constraints, it may happen that some of the entries of P i (i = 0, 1, . . . , d) and b are not allowed to be perturbed while computing the radius of controllability. In such cases, the proposed approach is shown to be easily applied to compute the nearest uncontrollable system. The proposed technique is computationally efficient as illustrated subsequently and avoids the computation of generalized singular value decomposition as done in [9] .
Criterion for Controllability of Higher order Systems
Here, we state various types of controllability concepts introduced in the literature for LTI higher order, descriptor systems. For a comprehensive study of the descriptor systems the reader is referred to [1] , [13] , [14] . Controllability for linear descriptor systems is analyzed by some graph-theoretic approach in [15] . The controllability of the system in (1) is discussed in the following result from [7] . 
Descriptor systems
Descriptor system is a particular case of higher order system with d = 1. Consider the following descriptor system
Controllability of the descriptor system in (2) plays an important role in our paper. Now we state the theorem regarding the criterion of controllability of descriptor systems, which directly follows from Theorem 1.1. 
II. RADIUS OF CONTROLLABILITY
As discussed in the previous section, we now formally define the real radius of controllability, denoted as R c , for the system in (1). In order to simplify the notation we write (P d , . . . , P 1 , P 0 , b) is either C-controllable/uncontrollable to mean the system in (1) is C-controllable/uncontrollable respectively.
R c = min
Before we proceed further, there are several remarks in order.
N ×M are allowed to be only real and hence the name real radius of controllability. The case where complex perturbations are allowed is not considered in this paper, though the theory proposed in this paper can be extended very easily to accommodate for the complex case.
Remark 2.2:
The norm of the perturbation matrices considered here is the Frobenius norm as opposed to the spectral norm as in previous works. The advantage of Frobenius norm is that one can quantify the change in individual entries of (P d , . . . , P 1 , P 0 , b) which has great physical advantage.
Remark 2.3:
From the definition of real radius of controllability, it is clear that there is no restriction on the structure of the perturbations. In many cases, such structure restriction on the perturbation matrices can arise naturally due to structure constraints of the systems. In such a case, when the perturbations ∆P i (i = 0, 1, . . . , d), ∆b are structured perturbations, the radius of controllability, for obvious reasons, is called as structured real radius of controllability. We note here, that the theory that we develop to compute radius of controllability can be used to obtain the structured radius of controllability as well by slightly modifying certain equations. This will be illustrated by several numerical examples. A particular case of interest that perturbation to the leading coefficient matrix P d is not permitted is explored in the numerical examples presented later.
In this paper, we transform the higher order system into a descriptor system, then we compute the radius of controllability for the descriptor system only. The radius of controllability for descriptor system in (2) can be defined in similar way.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: in the next section, we show the equivalence of computing the radius of controllability with the computation of the nearest SLRA of a certain Toeplitz matrix. In Section IV, we discuss an efficient algorithm (Structured Total Least Norm) to solve the SLRA problem. We illustrate the advantages of our approach by demonstrating several numerical case studies in Section V before we conclude in Section VI.
III. MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION
In this section, we reformulate the problem of computing the radius of controllability of a linear time invariant higher order system as the problem of computing the nearest SLRA of a certain Toeplitz matrix. We first transform the higher order LTI system (1) into its canonical form. The canonical form of equation (1) can be written as a descriptor system
where
Therefore System (5) is same as System (2) with n = N d and m = M . Now we will state and prove a theorem which connects the controllability of the higher order system in (1) and its canonical form in (5) .
Theorem 3.1: The higher order system in (1) is C dcontrollable if and only if its canonical form in (5) is Ccontrollable.
Remark 3.1: From Theorem 3.1, it directly follows that nearest uncontrollable system to the higher order system (1) can be obtained from the nearest uncontrollable system to the descriptor system (5). Suppose (Ẽ,Ã,B) is the nearest uncontrollable system to System (5) satisfying the additional constraint that (Ẽ,Ã,B) and (E, A, B) have the same structures. Therefore from (5) it can be observed that the perturbations are allowed only in the blocks (P d , . . . , P 1 , P 0 , b) in the perturbed (E, A, B) . Suppose the perturbed matrices (Ẽ,Ã,B) follows the perturbed matrices (P d , . . . ,P 1 ,P 0 ,b). Then we can conclude that the corresponding perturbed higher order system (P d , . . . ,P 1 ,P 0 ,b) is the nearest uncontrollable system to (1) . Therefore, in order to compute the real radius of controllability of higher order system, it is sufficient to compute the structured real radius of controllability (the radius of controllability obtained by respecting the structure of perturbation in the parameter matrices) of the equivalent descriptor system. We now present a result which states that controllability of System (2) can be shown to be equivalent to the full rank property of a certain Toeplitz structured matrix.
Theorem 3.2: [13, Theorem 2-2.1]
Consider the descriptor system given in (2) . Then the following statements are equivalent.
1) The system in (2) is C-controllable.
where,
The equivalence of C-controllability in Statement 2 of Theorem 3.2 is the key to formulate the computation of the real radius of controllability as a structured low rank approximation problem. From Theorem 3.2, we immediately conclude the following theorem which is the main result of the paper. Theorem 3.3: Let an LTI descriptor system be given as in (2) . Then computing the radius of controllability, denoted by R c , of the system in (2), is equivalent to computing nearest SLRA C (Ê,Â,B) to C(E, A, B) , introduced in Statement 2 of Theorem 3.2. In fact,
where,Ê = E + ∆E,Â = A + ∆A,B = B + ∆B. Proof: Suppose that the given system (E, A, B) is Ccontrollable, then the statement 2 states that the Toeplitz structured matrix C(E, A, B) ∈ R n 2 ×n(n+m−1) is a full row rank matrix. In order to compute the real radius of controllability, we seek the perturbations ∆E, ∆A, ∆B of appropriate dimensions such that the perturbed system (E + ∆E, A + ∆A, B + ∆B) is uncontrollable. Then Statement 2 in Theorem 3.2 would imply that the Toeplitz structured matrix associated with the perturbed system, denoted as C(E + ∆E, A + ∆A, B + ∆B) as in (8), is not a full row rank matrix. A, B) . Conversely, given a system (E, A, B) , construct the Toeplitz structured matrix as in (6). If we are able to compute some perturbations (∆E, ∆A, ∆B) of appropriate sizes such that the perturbed Toeplitz matrix in (8) is not full row rank, then the corresponding system (E+∆E, A+∆A, B+∆B) is clearly uncontrollable. Let these perturbations, in particular, have the following property.
C(E
is not full row rank} (9) In such a case, the matrix C(E + ∆E, A + ∆A, B + ∆B) is the nearest structured low rank approximation to the matrix C (E, A, B) . Clearly, both these matrices have the same structure. Further, not only the matrix C(E + ∆E, A + ∆A, B + ∆B) is of lower rank than C(E, A, B), but is also the nearest with the low rank property. This justifies why this perturbed matrix is called as the nearest Structured Low Rank Approximation (SLRA) of the given matrix. Thus, from (4) and (9), it is clear that the problem of computing the real radius of controllability of the system in (2) is equivalent to computation of the nearest SLRA C
(Ê,Â,B) of C(E, A, B). Also clearly
where,Ê = E + ∆E,Â = A + ∆A,B = B + ∆B.
Remark 3.2:
From the definition and Theorem 3.3, we can understand the radius of controllability in another way. Theorem 3.3, in fact, says that there a ball around the system (E, A, B) with radius equal to R c such that every system inside this ball is C-controllable. The larger radius of this ball ensures higher robustness with respect to controllability. On the other hand a small value of R c indicates that an uncontrollable system is nearby indicating the system may be susceptible to small perturbations.
In the literature, the problem of computing the nearest SLRA to a given matrix is studied extensively. We will explain the problem of SLRA formally and a procedure to solve this problem in the next section.
As pointed out in Remark 2.3 and Remark 3.1, it may so happen that certain physical constraints may impose structural constraints on the perturbations while computing the nearest uncontrollable system to (2). We now define Structured Real Radius of Controllability for descriptor systems under the assumption that these structure constraints on the perturbations are linear or affine. Let S E ⊆ R n×n be a linear subspace (or affine subset) which characterizes the perturbations allowed in the system matrix E. Similarly, let S A ⊆ R n×n and S B ⊆ R n×m be the linear subspaces (or affine subset) which characterize the perturbations to be given to the system matrices A and B respectively. Then the Structured Real Radius of Controllability is defined as follows.
SR c = min
It should be clear that by performing the same calculations as in the case of real radius of controllability, we can show that the problem of computing the structured real radius of controllability can be posed as an SLRA problem. For the sake of completeness we state the following theorem.
Theorem 3.4:
Let an LTI descriptor system be given as in (2) . Let SR c denote the structured real radius of controllability of the system in (2). Then SR c can be computed by computing the nearest SLRA C(E+∆E, A+∆A, B+∆B) to C(E, A, B) by solving the following optimization problem.
is not full row rank} .
Proof: In the Theorem 3.3, the nearest SLRA was computed to C(E, A, B) for any E, A ∈ R n×n , B ∈ R n×m , but here the same thing has to be done for the structured matrices E ∈ S E , A ∈ S A , B ∈ S B . Therefore, the proof is similar as the proof of Theorem 3.3, we omit this.
We now give the algorithm to compute the radius of controllability for a given higher order system. Algorithm 3.1: Structured real radius of controllability Input: Higher order system (P d , . . . , P 1 , P 0 , b) Output: The structured real radius of controllability, SR c
Step 1: Construct structured matrices (E, A, B) given in Eq. (5) Step 2: Construct the Toeplitz structured matrix C(E, A, B) from the triple (E, A, B) as in (6) .
Step 3: Compute nearest SLRA C(E+∆E, A+∆A, B+∆B) to C(E, A, B) as in (9) (See Algorithm 4.1).
Step 3:
IV. STRUCTURED LOW RANK APPROXIMATION (SLRA)
In this section, we state the problem of computing the nearest SLRA to a given matrix and explain the Structured Total Least Norm (STLN) algorithm to compute the nearest SLRA to the given matrix. Let X * ∈ R M ×N be a given matrix with a particular affine structure. We want to compute the nearest low rank approximation X which inherits the same structure as X * . Therefore, the SLRA problem is an optimization problem where the distance between X * and X has to be minimized. Mathematically, the SLRA problem can be formulated as
where, Ω ∈ R M ×N is a space (or set) of particular linear (or affine) structured matrices,
} . In literature, many techniques are reported to solve SLRA problem (see for instance [16] - [18] and the references therein). In this paper, we will use Structured Total Least Norm (STLN) algorithm to compute the nearest SLRA [16] .
A. Structured total least norm (STLN)
Suppose the given matrix X * is partitioned like X * = [Y y], where y is the last column of X * . The target is to solve the system Y z ≈ y approximately. In other words, we aim to find the minimum perturbations in Y and y in such a way that (Y + E 1 )z = (y + f 1 ), where [E 1 f 1 ] belongs to the linear structure of the space Ω. Let {Φ 1 , Φ 2 , . . . Φ ℓ } be an ordered basis of the linear space of Ω and α ∈ R ℓ be the co-ordinate vector of X * with respect to this basis. Then the STLN problem can be stated as:
where r(α, z) = y − (Y + E 1 )z is the residual of the system, ω is any large weight and D is a suitably chosen weight matrix. In our case, we assume D = I. Let a small change in α be denoted as ∆α and a small change in z be ∆z, and a small perturbation in the error matrix E 1 be ∆E 1 . Then the perturbed residual becomes
Compute a matrix P such that f 1 = P ∆α, and also compute a structured matrix S dependent on z which satisfies S∆α = ∆E 1 z. Formation of the matrix S is explained in [19] . Then r(α + ∆α, z + ∆z) becomes r(α, z) − (S − P )∆α − (A 1 + E 1 )∆z. In this notation, the STLN problem is reformulated as
Therefore the Algorithm for STLN can be written as: Step 1: Set ω to be a large number, E 1 = 0, f 1 = 0 and find z from min z ∥y − Y z∥, and construct S from z.
Step 2: Set r = y − Y z
Step 3: Repeat a. Solve the minimization problem in (13) .
In this section, we study some numerical examples to compute the structured radius of controllability of higher order, descriptor systems.
Example 5.1: This is an example taken from the paper [9] . The descriptor system is given by
where, the system matrices are given by (14) is controllable, our interest is to compute the nearest uncontrollable system. In this case it is assumed that no perturbation in the matrix E is allowed i.e., ∆E = 0. According to the theory, STLN technique (seting, ω = 10 13 ) is used to compute the SLRA of the matrix C(E, A, B) ∈ R 9×9 , constructed from the given (E, A, B). In this case, we get the structured radius of controllability SR c = 0.3436, (we have taken 2-norm of the perturbation matrix in order to facilitate the comparison with the results in [9] ) and the corresponding nearest uncontrollable system isÊ . The following example, based on an electric circuit system, is adopted from [13] . Consider the circuit given in the Figure 1 . Choose the state variable as x = Fig. 1 . In the electric circuit, R stands for resistor, L stands for inductor and C 1 , C 2 stand for capacitors.
x(t) =Âx(t) +Bu(t), wherê
T , where u C1 , u C2 , I 2 , I 1 are the voltages of capacitors: C 1 , C 2 and the currents flowing over them. According to Kirchoff's laws, the following linear descriptor system can be obtained:
For this system, we have, We can verify the result by computing the structured radius of controllability SR c in the approach we proposed here. Using the matrices E, A, B we obtain C(E, A, B) ∈ R 16×16 , whose nearest SLRA needs to be computed. However it should be remembered that the perturbations are permitted in C 1 , C 2 , L and R only, the other elements should remain unchanged. Therefore, this is the case of computing structured radius of controllability, where not all the entries system matrices are permitted to be perturbed. For different values of C 1 , C 2 , L and R, our results are given in Table I , from which the accuracy and efficiency of our technique is proved. (E, A, B) of different dimensions. In each of these cases, we have computed the structred real radius of controllability where we do not allow perturbations in E. The purpose of this example is to show the computational efforts required to compute the radius of controllability in terms of time and number of iterations required in STLN algorithm. We note the average number of iterations in STLN (taking ω = 10 8 , ϵ = 10 −3 ) and average time required to compute the nearest SLRA. These results are summarized in Table II . It should also [20] , the vibrations of a drum brake system are studied. The model consists of a rotating disc with mass m, radius r, and two contact points subject to friction and is described by the quadratic equation µ is the friction coefficient, and k and γ are other parameters specific to the model. As in [9] , [20] , suppose the force on the brake system has just the vertical component determined by the input
System (16) is a second order system, which can be transformed into its first order canonical form
where B =
] . For the parameters m = 5, k = 1, γ = π 100 , we computed structured radius of controllability for different values of µ. It is assumed that the mass matrix M is not supposed to get perturbed, only perturbations are allowed in the matrices K and B. The results are compared with the corresponding results from [9] (see Table III ). It is noticed that the results are exactly same for most of the cases, which proves the efficiency of our algorithm. 
VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this paper, we considered the problem of computing the structured radius of controllability for higher order systems. It was shown that this problem is equivalent to the problem of computing the nearest SLRA of a certain Toeplitz structured matrix obtained from the system matrices. It is also shown that the structure constraint on the perturbations can be inherently modeled in the SLRA formulation making the computation of structured radius of controllability on par with the radius of controllability. Several numerical case studies were presented to highlight advantages of the proposed algorithm.
